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VIDEO D SPLA WITH PAN FUNCTION CONTROLLED Y VIEWING

DIRECTION

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to a video display apparatus controlled by a viewer viewing

direction.

Background of the Invention

"Pan & scan" ( an) is a term typically referred to cropping off horizontal sides of an

original widescreen image having, for example, an aspect ratio of 2.35:1 . Typically, pan may

be used for fitting the most significant portion of the picture for display on, for example, a

16:9 aspect ratio display screen. The analogous cropping off in the vertical direction is

typically referred to as "tilt & scan" (tilt). Zoom function may be used for better recognizing

details. The zoom function may also be chosen for adapting pictures with different display

ratio on the given screen from letterbox to different zoom modes. Different combinations of

zoom, scan and tilt functions may be selected and controllable by a viewer using, for

example, a conventional hand held remote-control unit.

FIGURE a illustrates a picture 100 displayed on a display screen 106 without

cropping and in a non-zoomed mode. In FIGURE lb, a zoom function is applied to picture

100 such that only a picture portion 105a of picture 100 is displayed on display screen 106. In

FIGURE b, portion 105a or picture 100 is zoomed center by having a center point 110 of

display screen 106 at the same point as a center point 10' of picture 100. The zoom function

results in a portion 105b of picture 100 being invisible for being outside the viewing area of

screen 106. FIGURE l c illustrates picture portion 105a, displayed on display screen 106 that

results from applying a combination of both a zoom function and a pan function. As a result,

center points 110 and 110' do not coincide. Similar symbols and numerals in FIGURES l ,

lb and . l c indicate similar items or functions.

When a viewer is watching a movie on display screen 06 of FIGURE 1b, a particular

object, not shown, may catch the viewer's attention. Such object may move in relation to

screen 106 in a particular direction, for example, to the right of FIGURE lb. Consequently,



the,viewer nnght tend to follow the moving;©

and/or the direction to which the viewer's eyes are directed to the right of FIGURE lb.

It may be desirable to employ a dynamically tracking pan function, a dynamically

tracking tilt function or a combination thereof (each being referred herein as dynamically

tracking pan/tilt function) responsive to the viewer head/eye movement. Such function may

be used in order to maintain the moving object within visible portion 105a instead of being

invisible.

In carrying out an inventive feature, as long as the viewer's viewing direction is

directed toward a center region of a display screen, dynamically tracking pan/tilt function is

not performed or is disabled. Once the viewer's viewing angle crosses a first threshold

angular direction, away from the screen center and towards, for example, a right side border

of the screen, dynamically tracking pan function is enabled so as to shift the displayed picture

in the opposite direction. The result is that the aforementioned moving object is shifted closer

to the center of the screen. Advantageously, that portion of the zoomed picture that has been

heretofore invisible will, consequently, shift into the viewing area of the display screen.

Therefore, the moving object will, advantageously, tend to remain closer to the screen center.

Assume that, after the pan function is initiated, the viewer's viewing angular direction

begins changing in the opposite direction. This may result, for example, because the moving

object has shifted by the aforementioned picture shift operation of the pan function. It may be

desirable to avoid a picture bounce in the vicinity of the first threshold angular direction.

In carrying out a further inventive feature, the viewer's viewing angular direction is

required to cross a threshold angular direction that is smaller than the first threshold angular

direction in order to suspend or stop further pan function operation. Thereby, advantageously,

a hysteresis feature is incorporated into the pan/tilt function.

In carrying out another inventive feature, when the viewer's viewing angular direction

crosses an even larger, second threshold angular direction away from screen center and

towards the same side border of the screen, the picture will pan at a faster rate than when the

viewer's viewing angular direction is between the first and second threshold angular



directions. The faster rate is applied, advantageously, to prevent the moving object from

disappearing from the visible portion of the screen.

The hysteresis feature can also be incorporated with respect to crossing the second

threshold angular direction. Similarly, incorporating multiple thresholds and corresponding

hysteresis features are also possible.

Assume that, after the picture shifting has stopped, the viewer turns the head in an

opposite direction to that previously triggering the pan function. When the viewer's viewing

angular direction exceeds a third threshold angular direction, pan function in the opposite

direction is initiated.

In carrying out an even additional inventive feature, the third threshold angular

direction is adaptably determined by the extent of the accumulation of the picture shifting

present at the time the picture shifting stopped. Advantageously, a hysteresis feature may

also be incorporated with respect to crossing the third threshold angular direction.

A sudden fast rate of change of the eye movement, head-tracking or face orientation

of the viewer might indicate a disturbance unrelated to the displayed picture. Therefore, in

carrying out a further inventive feature, detection of such fast rate of change will have no

effect on the pan/tilt function.

It may be desirable to complement the zoom or dynamically tracking pan/tilt function

by making the perceived sources of sound such as speakers dynamically follow the

dynamically tracking pan/tilt function. Advantageously, this is accomplished by adaptively

mixing, for example, two stereo channels in response to control signals that control the

pan/tilt function. Thus, as the displayed image shifts by the dynamically tracking pan/tilt

function, the locations from which the sound is perceived to originate also track the display

image to which the zoom or tracking pan/tilt function is applied. n short, the stereophonic

width dynamically varies in accordance with the stereoscopic width.

An article entitled, THE SIMULATION OF MOVING SOUND SOURCES by John

M. Chowning, (J. Audio Eng. Soc. 19,2-6, 1971) describes an arrangement in which an

illusory sound source can be moved through an illusory acoustical space. A number of



in^

or dynamic of each input channel can be independently controlled in an illusory environment.

The method controls the distribution and amplitude of direct and reverberant signals between

the loudspeakers.

United States Patent No. 5,046,097, Lowe, et al., describes a process to produce the

illusion of distinct sound sources distributed throughout the three-dimensional space

containing the listener, using conventional stereo playback equipment.

United States Patent No. 5,742,687 shows an embodiment for an audio-visual

reproduction system in the form of, for example, a television set. In the case where a stereo

audio signal is supplied, the position of the sound source that reproduces the left channel will

present a virtual shift to the left. Similarly, the source representing the right channel signal

will undergo a virtual shift to the right.

United States Patent No. 4,219,696, Takuyo ogure et al., discloses mathematics

which would allow placement of sound image anywhere in the plane containing the two

loudspeakers and the listener's head, using modified stereo replay equipment with two or four

loudspeakers. The system relies on accurate characterization, matching, and electrical

compensation of the complex acoustic frequency response between the signal driving the

loudspeaker and the sound pressure at each ear of the listener

United States Patent No. 4,524,451, Koji Watanabe, explains a basis for the creation

of "phantom sound sources" lateral to or behind the listener.

United States Patent No. 5,987,141, Hoover, teaches a stereo expander in which

stereophonic audio processing system having left and right stereophonic sound channels with

respective loudspeakers therefor is presented. The system is provided with spatial expansion

of the stereophonic sound so that a first pair of spaced-apart loudspeakers will acoustically

appear to be spaced further apart than they actually are.



Summary Of the Invention

A video display apparatus includes a source of a video signal containing picture

information of a picture to be displayed on a display screen and a sensor for sensing a

viewing direction of a viewer with respect to the display screen. Aprocessor is responsive to

an output signal of the sensor and coupled to the display screen for applying a pan/tilt

function to the displayed picture to shift the displayed picture with respect to the display

screen.

In carrying out an inventive feature, the displayed picture is shifted when the viewing

direction crosses, in a first direction, a first threshold direction. A change is produced in the

picture shifting when the viewing direction crosses, in a direction opposite to the first

direction, a second threshold direction i a manner to provide hysteresis.

n carrying out another inventive feature, the displayed picture is shifted at a first rate

and in a first direction after the viewing direction crosses a first threshold direction. The

displayed picture is further shifted in the same direction at a different, second rate, after the

viewing direction crosses, in the first direction, a second threshold direction.

In carrying out a further inventive feature, the picture is shifted with respect to the

display screen in a first direction when the viewing direction is within a first range of values.

Additional picture shifting ceases when the viewing direction is within a second range of

values. The picture is shifted in the opposite direction when the viewing direction crosses a

first threshold direction. The first threshold direction is adaptively adjusted in accordance

with a magnitude of the picture shift accumulated prior to a time when the additional picture

shifting has ceased.

In carrying out an even further inventive feature, the processor is further responsive to

content of the picture for varying the picture shift previously obtained in response to a change

in the displayed picture content.



Brief Description ofithe Drawings

The preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described below in more

detail with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

FIGURE a illustrates in a front view a picture displayed on a display screen without

cropping and in non-zoomed mode, in accordance with the prior art;

FIGURE b illustrates in a front view a picture displayed on a display screen when a

zoom function is applied to the picture, in accordance with the prior art;

FIGURE lc illustrates in a front view a picture portion displayed on the display

screen when both a zoom function and a pan function are applied, in accordance with the

prior art;

FIGURE 2 illustrates a block diagram of a system, embodying an inventive feature;

FIGURES 3a and 3b illustrate, each, a pair of cameras for sensing viewer viewing

direction and for controlling the arrangement of FIGURE 2;

FIGURES 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d illustrate, each, a top view of a display screen viewed by

a viewer, for explaining the operation of the system of FIGURE 2;

FIGURES 5a and 5b illustrate, each, a front view of display screen for explaining the

operation of the system of FIGURE 2; and

FIGURE 6 illustrates a block diagram of a portion of an audio processor of FIGURE

2 that performs a virtual audio shift of a pair of stereo audio channels in response to an output

of the cameras of FIGURES 3a and 3b.

Detailed Description

FIGURE 2 illustrates a block diagram of a system 150, embodying an inventive

feature. Similar symbols and numerals in FIGURES la, lb, l c and 2 indicate similar items or

functions.



System 1 0 of FIGURE 2 includes an input video/audio source 156 that applies a video

containing portion of an input video/audio signal 156a to a video processor 1 5 and an audio

containing portion of input video/audio signal 156a to an enhanced audio processor 157.

Video processor 1 5 derives picture information and enhanced audio processor 157 derives

audio information from the corresponding portions of video/audio signal 156a in a

conventional manner.

A zoom, pan/tilt function controller 154 is responsive to a signal 180a produced in a

conventional way in a viewer interface and remote control 80. Controller 154 generates a

signal 154a that is applied to video processor 55. Video processor 55 applies in a

conventional manner a conventional zoom or pan/tilt function in a conventional video display

59 in accordance with viewer's initiated commands via interface and remote control 180.

Video processor 55 generates an output video signal 155a for driving video display 159.

Each of FIGURES 3a and 3b illustrates schematically a top view of a pair of cameras

152 of system 150 of FIGURE 2 mounted in the vicinity of the left and right sides,

respectively, of display screen 106 of FIGURES 3a and 3b. Similar symbols and numerals in

FIGURES la-lc, 2, 3a and 3b indicate similar items or functions. Cameras 152 of FIGURES

3a and 3b provide together, stereoscopic picture information that enables a conventional

processor for sensing viewing direction 151 to sense viewing direction 161 of a viewer 160.

In the example of FIGURE 3a, viewing angular direction 16 1 is perpendicular to display

screen 106 of video display 159. On the other hand, viewing angular direction 161 in the

example of FIGURE 3b is directed to the extreme right side of display screen 106.

Cameras 152 of FIGURE 2 generate a pair of output signals 52a are applied to

processor for sensing viewing direction 151 for sensing at least one of face, head or eyes

position of viewer 160 of FIGURES 3a and 3b with respect to display screen 106. A single

stereoscopic camera can be used instead of the pair of cameras 52. Also, a non- stereoscopic

single camera with enhanced processing of face or eye movement detection can be used

instead of pair cameras 2 . Processor for sensing viewing direction 151 of FIGURE 2

generates in a conventional manner an output signal 151a that is indicative of a present

viewing direction of viewer 60 of FIGURES 3a and 3b.



In carrying out an inventive feature, zoom, pan/tilt function controller 1 4 of FIGURE

2 is responsive to output signal 5 1a for generating control signal 54a. Control signal 154a

produced in controller 154 is applied to video processor 5 in a manner to produce

dynamically tracking pan/tilt function.

FIGURES 5a and 5b are similar to FIGURES l b and lc, respectively, except as

explained later on. Each of FIGURES 5a and 5b shows a horizontal line 10a extending

through screen center 10 for explanation purposes. FIGURES 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d collectively

depict a direction 161al, a direction 161a, a direction 161bl, a direction 161b, a direction

161a' and a direction 161b'. Each of directions 161al, 161a, 161bl, 161b, 161a' and 161b'

intersects, for example, in a spot 161a1, a spot 61a, a spot 161b , a spot 161b, a spot 1 1a'

and a spot 161b', respectively, disposed in a horizontal direction along, for example,

horizontal line 110a of FIGURES 5a and 5b. In FIGURES 5a and 5b, intersection spots

161al and 161bl have been omitted. Similar symbols and numerals in FIGURES la-lc, 2,

3a, 3b, 4a-4d, 5a and 5b indicate similar items or functions.

In FIGURE 4a, picture 100 is initially zoomed center in a way similar to that

explained with respect to FIGURE l or 5a. Assume that, when picture 100 is initially

zoomed center, as in FIGURE 4a, an object, not shown, that is displayed in display screen

106 in visible portion 105a of FIGURE 5a, moves in a horizontal direction parallel to

horizontal line 10a towards a side edge 11 of screen 106 that is at the right of each of

FIGURES 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d. Also assume that, when picture 100 is zoomed center, viewer

160 turns the head or eyes to the right side of FIGURE 4a that is the left side with respect to

viewer 160, for the purpose of, for example, following the moving object.

As long as a viewing angular direction of viewer 160 is within an angular range that is

smaller than threshold angular direction 161a, dynamically tracking pan function is not

applied or is disabled. When viewer 160 viewing angular direction crosses threshold angular

direction 161a of FIGURE 4b or, in other words, when a difference between viewer 160

viewing angular direction and threshold angular direction 161a changes polarity, dynamic

tracking pan function is applied so as to shift picture 100 gradually to the left of FIGURE 4b

at a slow first rate.



ΐη ca y in out a inventive .feature, after crossing: thresM

and as long as viewer 160 viewing angular direction remains at an angular direction that is

larger than a hysteresis providing threshold angular direction 16 al , dynamically tracking

pan function is further applied so that picture 100 additionally shifts to the right with respect

to viewer 160 that is to the left of FIGURE 4b, as indicated by the direction of an arrow 173.

Threshold angulai- direction 161al is slightly smaller than angle 161a for providing hysteresis

that, advantageously, prevents picture back and forth bouncing.

In carrying out an additional inventive feature, when viewer 60 viewing angular

direction becomes larger than a threshold angular direction 161b of FIGURE 4c or, in other

words, when a difference between viewer 160 viewing angular direction and threshold

angular direction 161b changes polarity, additional shifting continues but, advantageously, at

a faster rate than in the range between angular directions 161 al and 161b. Similarly to the

threshold feature discussed before, after crossing threshold 161b shifting picture 100 will

progress at the relatively faster rate, as long as viewer 160 maintains a viewing angular

direction that is larger than a threshold angular direction 1b . Threshold angular direction

161bl is slightly smaller than threshold angular direction 161b in a manner to provide

hysteresis. Should viewer 160 viewing angle become smaller than hysteresis providing

threshold angular direction 161bl but larger than threshold angular 161a 1 of FIGURE 4b,

additional shifting of picture 100 would revert to the slower rate that existed immediately

prior to crossing threshold angulai- direction 161b of FIGURE 4c. When the viewing angular

direction of viewer 60 becomes smaller than threshold angular direction 161al of FIGURE

4b, additional shifting of picture 100 ceases and shifting picture 100 is held in suspense in the

same shifted or pan state accumulated immediately prior to crossing threshold angular

direction 161al.

As a result of, for example, the previously discussed shift of picture 100 to the left of

FIGURE 4c, viewer 160 is likely to turn the head in the opposite direction that is to the right

of viewer 160, as shown in FIGURE 4d. Threshold angular direction 6 a' extends from

perpendicular direction line 172 towards the left side of line 172. As long the viewing angular

direction of as viewer 60 is within an angular range that is smaller than threshold angular

direction 161a', any change in shifting of picture 100 remains suspended, as explained

before. On the other hand, should viewer 160 viewing angular direction exceed or cross

threshold angular direction 161a', dynamically tracking pan function would apply in the



opposite direction for shifting picture 00 to the right of FIGURE 4d that is to the left with

respect to viewer 160 or towards center 110 of display screen 106, as shown by an arrow 174.

Except as further explained, the aforementioned features associated with, for example,

angular directions 161a, and 161b are similarly applicable to angular directions 161a' and

161b', respectively, that are located at the left side of perpendicular direction line 72.

In carrying out an inventive feature, the magnitude of, for example, each of threshold

angular directions 161a' and 161b' of FIGURE 4d varies adaptably in accordance with the

amount of pre-existing shifting of picture 00 that has accumulated until the additional

shifting of picture 100 to the left side of FIGURE 4c has been accumulated and held in

suspense.

It should be understood that the features that are described later on with respect to

FIGURES 4a-4d, are symmetrically applicable to a symmetrical situation in which the object,

not shown, displayed in display screen 106 in portion 105a of FIGURE 5a, moves along

horizontal line 10a, instead, towards a side edge 112 of screen 106 that is at the left of each

of FIGURES 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d when picture 100 is zoomed center. For example, in FIGURE

4a, angular directions 161a' and 161b' are equal to angular directions 6 a and 161b,

respectively.

On the other hand, advantageously, the magnitude of each of threshold angular

directions 161a' and 161b' of FIGURE 4d, that is applicable to the situation, described before

with respect to FIGURE 4d, in which pre-existing shifting of picture 100 is present, the

magnitude of each of angular directions 161a' and 161b' is smaller than in FIGURE 4a,

respectively. This feature, advantageously, facilitates a quick return to the non-shifted,

zoomed center of picture 100 of FIGURE 4a.

Dynamically tracking tilt function is performed in an analogous way to dynamically

tracking pan function. In implementing the dynamically tracking pan function, picture shift

occurs in the horizontal direction, as explained before; whereas in implementing the

dynamically tracking tilt function, picture shift occurs in the vertical direction. Also, it should

be understood that, instead of having pan/tilt function that changes at discrete threshold

angular directions, changes in the pan/tilt function can occur in a non-discrete continuous

manner angular directions.



Each of FIGURES 5a and 5b depicts a perimeter 261a and a perimeter 261b.

Perimeter 261a includes threshold angular directions 6 a and 1 1 ' in the horizontal

direction of horizontal line 110a. Similarly, perimeter 261b includes threshold angular

directions 161b and 161b'. A corresponding portion of each of perimeter 261a and 261b also

includes threshold angular directions that are associated with initiating shifting of picture 100

in the vertical direction to provide dynamically tracking tilt function.

In FIGURE 5a, picture 100 is zoomed centered. Therefore, perimeters 26 1a and 261b

are symmetrical in the horizontal direction with respect to center 110. On the other hand, in

FIGURE 5b, picture 100 is already pre-shifted. Therefore, perimeters 261a and 261b are

asymmetrical in the horizontal direction with respect to center 110 in a manner to provide

adaptable dynamically tracking pan function, as explained before.

Assume that when picture 100 is shifted such as in, for example, in FIGURE 5b, the

scene depicted in picture 100 abruptly changed so that the aforementioned moving object is

no longer relevant to viewer 160 of FIGURE 3a or 3b. Advantageously, video processor 155

of FIGURE 2 includes a detector, not shown, responsive to video/audio signal 56a for

detecting the occurrence of the scene change to generate a reset signal 155b that is coupled to

zoom, pan/tilt function controller 4 for overriding the accumulated shifting of picture 00

of FIGURE 5b in a manner to center picture 100 as in FIGURE 5a. This feature,

advantageously, facilitates a quick return to the non-shifted centered picture 100 of FIGURE

4a upon the occurrence of a scene change.

FIGURE 6 depicts a console 300 that is included in audio processor 157 of FIGURE

2. Similar symbols and numerals in FIGURES la-lc, 2, 3a, 3b, 4a-4d, 5a, 5b and 6 indicate

similar items or functions. Console 300 of FIGURE 6 receives a pair of stereo audio

channels, 138 and 139. Channels 138 and 139 are derived in a conventional manner, not

shown, in audio processor 157 from video/audio signal 156a of FIGURE 2.

Channel 138 of FIGURE 6 is applied through three parallel signal paths to an audio

mixer 304. It is delayed in a delay 301 to produce a delayed signal 301a; it is filtered in a

filter 302 to produce a filtered signal 302a and it is reverbed in a reverb stage 303 to produce

a reverbed signal 303a. Similarly, channel 139 is applied through three parallel signal paths to



an audio mixer 304'. It is delayed in a delay 30 to- roduce a delayed signal 301a'; it is

filtered in a filter 302' to produce a filtered signal 302a' and it is reverbed in a reverb stage

303' to produce a reverbed signal 303a'. Mixer 304 combines signals 301a, 302a, 303a,

301a', 302a' and 303a' to generate output signal 157a for driving speaker 158a. Mixer 304'

also combines signals 301a, 302a, 303a, 301a', 302a' and 303a' to generate output signal

157b for driving speaker 158b. As explained before, it is well known to process a pair of

stereo signals such as channels 138 and 39 in such a way that the sound produced by

speakers such as 58a and 158b appears to a viewer/listener as being originated in locations,

shifted relative to where the actual speakers are physically located.

Advantageously, output signal 154a that controls zoom, pan/tilt function, as explained

before, is also applied to a programmable logic array (PLA) 305 for producing a set of

coefficients 305a that are collectively applied to delay 301, filter 302, reverb stage 303 and

mixer 304. PLA 305 also produces, a second set of coefficients 305b that are collectively

applied to delay 301 ' , filter 302', reverb stage 303' and mixer 304'. Advantageously, in the

arrangement of FIGURE 6, coefficients 305a and 305b change dynamically in accordance

with signal 154a to produce dynamic virtual shift of the sound sources. For obtaining a

corresponding virtual sound source shift, coefficients 305a and 305b dynamically vary in

accordance with the present shift of picture 100 of FIGURES 4a-4d.

Advantageously, signals 7a and 157b of FIGURES 2 and 6 generated by enhanced

audio processor 157 drive loudspeakers 158a and 158b, respectively, in a manner to make

viewer 160 of FIGURES 4a-4d perceive the sound produced in loudspeakers 158a and 158b

of FIGURE 2 as dynamically changing in accordance with the dynamically tracking pan/tilt

function. It should be understood that this arrangement is not limited to a pair of speakers but

may include systems like the surround sound speakers or the like.

Thus, as the displayed image shifts by the dynamically tracking pan/tilt function, the

locations from which the sound sources are perceived to originate also follow the shifted or

zoomed displayed image to form virtual shift of the sound. Coefficients 305a and 305b of

FIGURE 6 that are required for each selected virtual shift of loudspeakers 57 and 58 can be



the prior art and/or by experimentation that might consider the size of a room containing

loudspeakers 57 and 58. As signal 154a change, the selection of coefficients 305a and 305b

of FIGURE 5 change in a dynamic manner.



CLAIMS

1. A video display apparatus, comprising:

a source of a video signal containing picture information of a picture to be displayed on a

display screen;

a sensor for sensing a viewing direction of a viewer with respect to said display screen;

and

a processor responsive to an output signal of said sensor and coupled to said display

screen for applying a pan/tilt function to said displayed picture to shift said displayed picture

with respect to said display screen when said viewing direction crosses, in a first direction, a

first threshold direction and for producing a change in said picture shifting when said

viewing direction crosses, in a direction opposite to said first direction, a second threshold

direction in a manner to provide hysteresis.

2. An apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein, prior to said viewing direction

crossing said first threshold direction, said picture shifting is disabled.

3 . An apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein after crossing said second

threshold direction and as long as said viewing direction is within a range of values,

additional accumulation of picture shifting is disabled.

4. A video display apparatus, comprising:

a source of a video signal containing picture information of a picture to be displayed on a

display screen;

a sensor for sensing a viewing direction of a viewer with respect to said display screen;

and

a processor responsive to an output signal of said sensor and coupled to said display

screen for applying a pan/tilt function to said displayed picture to shift at a first rate said

displayed picture with respect to said display screen in a first direction after said viewing

direction crosses a first threshold direction and to further shift said displayed picture in the

same direction at a different, second rate, after said viewing direction crosses in said first

direction a second threshold direction.

5 . A video display apparatus according to Claim 4 wherein said second threshold

direction corresponds to a viewing direction that is closer to an edge of said display screen

than said viewing direction that corresponds to said first threshold direction and wherein

said second rate is faster than said first rate.



6. A video display apparatus according to Claim 4 wherein said processor

causes said second rate to change to said first rate when said viewing direction crosses a

third threshold direction, in a direction opposite to said first direction, in a manner to

provide hysteresis.

7 . A video display apparatus, comprising:

a source of a video signal containing picture information of a picture to be displayed on a

display screen;

a sensor for sensing a viewing direction of a viewer with respect to said display screen;

and

a processor responsive to an output signal of said sensor and coupled to said display

screen for applying a pan/tilt function to said displayed picture to shift said displayed picture

with respect to said display screen in a first direction when said viewing direction is within a

first range of values, for ceasing additional picture shifting when said viewing direction is

within a second range of values and for shifting said picture in the opposite direction when

said viewing direction crosses a first threshold direction, said first threshold direction being

adaptively adjusted in accordance with a magnitude of the picture shift accumulated prior to a

time when the additional picture shifting has ceased.

8. A video display apparatus, comprising:

a source of a video signal containing picture information of a picture to be displayed on a

display screen;

a sensor for sensing a viewing direction of a viewer with respect to said display screen;

and

a processor responsive to an output signal of said sensor and coupled to said display

screen for applying a pan/tilt function to said displayed picture to shift said displayed picture

in accordance with said viewing direction, said processor being further responsive to content

of said picture for varying the picture shift previously obtained in response to a change in said

displayed picture content.
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